A-B-P Ministries Fact Sheet
This ministry is an evangelical Christian, Portuguese-language Web-based effort to fight pornography,
prostitution, sex trafficking, sexual abuse, sexual addiction and the hypersexualized culture (as well as aid
those working to escape from and/or fight against the same) on three continents within the historically and
culturally interrelated nations of Angola (Africa), Brazil (South America) and Portugal (Europe), and secondarily
in the rest of the Lusophone world, via the web site Pornografia Destrói (pornodestroi.com) and its social media
affiliates. It is modeled roughly after the National Center on Sexual Exploitation site in Washington, D.C.
Parallel ministries under the A-B-P “umbrella” are Ouro Refinado and Ministérios A-B-P.

Did you know?

Portuguese is the most
spoken language south of
the Equator, the 3rd most
spoken in the western
hemisphere, and the 6th
most spoken in the world.
Sources: The Language
Flagship and Modern
Languages

● www.pornodestroi.com, twitter.com/porndestroi, facebook.com/porndestroi,
pinterest.com/porndestroi, plus.google.com/u/0/+Porndestroi, youtube.com/porndestroi,
● Founded in July of 2012, Pornografia Destrói (“Pornography destroys” in Portuguese) is apparently
the only such ministry (with the purposes outlined above) of its kind within the Portuguesespeaking world on the internet. Both the web site and its Twitter feed are updated daily.
● It features Portuguese language news, feature article and/or video updates from all fronts within
this battle, with over 30 sub-categories of issue-specific story collections.
● This site contains a collection of country-specific resources for those in Angola, Brazil and Portugal
who are attempting to flee from, or report, sexual exploitation in any of those three nations.
● It also has the Portuguese-speaking world’s most comprehensive (and perhaps “only”) collection of
testimonies of ex-pornographic actors, actresses and producers, as well as those of ex-prostitutes,
ex-sexual addicts and sexual abuse survivors.
● Our position is that stronger families are the most important part of fighting these problems, and
the ministry works to promote ways to build godly and wise men, women and children.
● We also heavily promote (for free) a variety of ministries and NGOs which aid in promoting causes
and products as internet safety, filtering, porn-free social media sites and helping those working to
overcome sexual addiction.
● Upcoming germane events such as seminars and church conferences are displayed on each web
page with the accompanying date, city, state/district/province and nation.
● The web site and Pinterest feeds contain a collection of artwork and graphics in Portuguese related
to these battles, as well as over 200 subject-related videos from all three countries.
● With a strong evangelical Christian following, this ministry works to provide “aid and comfort to
friends” for other Portuguese-speaking pro-family and pro-Christian ministries.
● www.ourorefinado.com (web site under development), twitter.com/ouro_refinado,
facebook.com/ourorefinado. The Twitter feed is updated daily.
● Founded in November of 2016, Ouro Refinado means “Refined gold” in Portuguese, inspired by
Job 23:10 as well as Revelation 3:18.
● The Twitter feed for this is exclusively Bible verses in Portuguese, and is essentially a verse-byverse walk through Revelation (“Apocalipse”, in Portuguese) with interspersed other verses
concerning Jesus Christ as our eternal King, eternal life and the descriptions of eternity with God
from throughout the Bible.
● It is meant for those seeking and taking comfort from Biblical prophecy, and who look forward to
Jesus in His eternal kingdom. (Revelation 1:3, Revelation 21:1-5)
● www.a-b-p.org (web site under development), twitter.com/ao_br_pt, facebook.com/aobrpt.
● Founded in November of 2016, Ministérios A-B-P is the Portuguese translation of. “A-B-P
Ministries”. The Twitter feed is updated daily, with the Facebook page updated weekdays.
● The Twitter and Facebook feeds are at present a travelogue through Angola, Brazil and Portugal
featuring pictures (with photo credits) from across those countries, with the Twitter feed mixed
with Bible verses and “tweets” from other Lusophone evangelical Christian ministries.
● A-B-P Ministries is the “umbrella” under which this and the other two ministries are being
incorporated, and is currently in the process of becoming an official Texas non-profit corporation
with intent on becoming a 501c3 ministry.
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However, as it is written: “What no eye has seen, what no ear has heard, and what no human mind has conceived” —
the things God has prepared for those who love him...“ – 1 Corinthians 2:9

Angola, Brazil, Portugal
● Pornography: child pornography is blocked by the
Angolan government. Prostitution: illegal.
● Media reports consistently indicate that Angola has strong
problems of prostitution and sexual abuse among children
nationwide, as well as sexual slavery. Brazilians are trafficked here.
● Luanda is ranked as the most expensive city in the world(!) to live in for
Angola
expatriates, yet 68% of the nation lies below the poverty line, a convergence
Capital: Luanda
which is fertile ground for prostitution. Angola has sub Saharan Africa’s 2nd largest economy.
Largest city: Luanda
● Luanda also has aspirations of being the “Miami” or “Dubai” of Africa. Unfortunately, Miami, FL, USA
Continent: Africa
and Dubai, UAE are capitals of human trafficking in the New and Old worlds, respectively. Angola is
Population: 20,172,332
Size: 1,246,700 km
also projected to be the 2nd most popular emerging tourist destination in the world.
(About twice the size of Texas)
Official language: Portuguese ● It is becoming the transport/communications hub of both southern and Portuguese-speaking Africa.
(Spoken by 71.2% of populace) ● A saying in the nation goes: “If there is a traffic jam in São Paulo, they know about it in Luanda”.
Main Religions:
● Brazilian telenovelas (soap opera equivalents which often feature nudity and highly sexualized
Roman Catholic 41.1%,
content) are very popular in Angola and other Portuguese-speaking African nations.
Protestant 38.1%
Brazilian fashion enjoys equal popularity in the country.
Main Export: Oil
● Pornography: Brazil has been named as (a distant) second to the USA in the amount of
pornography produced in the world. The nation has a significant child pornography problem.
Prostitution: legal, but illegal to operate a brothel or employ sex workers for any other purpose.
● Some research indicates Brazil has the highest percentage of women worldwide who watch porn.
● A report from the British Broadcasting Corporation indicated that Brazil has a chance of overtaking
Thailand as the world’s capital for child sex tourism.
● There is a massive amount of child prostitution in the nation. The BR-116, a highway that extends
Brazil
Capital: Brasília
about the length of the U.S. Interstate between New York and Los Angeles via Chicago from Brazil’s
Largest city: São Paulo
southeast to northeast, has approximately 1 known child trafficking point every 10 miles.
Continent: South America
● Brazilian popular culture is highly sexualized, and has been for a long time been associated with
Population: 205,823,665
Size: 8,515,770 km
lasciviousness in films such as “Blame it on Rio” (1984).
(Slightly smaller than the U.S.) ● Despite their nation having South America’s largest economy, a populace of 16.8 million Brazilians
Official language: Portuguese
live on approximately USD$1.35 per day.
(Spoken nationwide)
Main Religions:
● An old Brazilian saying: “Without sugar, there would be no Brazil. Without slavery, there would be
Roman Catholic 65%,
no sugar. Without Angola, there would be no slaves.” (Tragically, Brazil imported over 12 times the
Protestant 22.9%
slaves from Africa than the United States of America did, according to the New York Times.)
Main Export: Transport equipment

Portugal

Capital: Lisboa (Lisbon)
Largest city: Lisboa
Continent: Europe
Population: 10,833,816
Size: 92,090 km
(About the size of Virginia)
Official language: Portuguese
(Spoken nationwide and in
autonomous islands)
Main Religions:
Roman Catholic 81%,
Other Christian 3.3%
Main Export: Agriculture

● Pornography: Portugal is becoming a producer of filmed pornography for Europe.
Prostitution: legal, but illegal for a third party to benefit from, promote, encourage or facilitate the
prostitution of another. Brazilians are not infrequently trafficked to Portugal for the rest of Europe.
● Portugal has long been the poorest nation in western Europe, and like Angola and Brazil, nations it
colonized for around a half century, has had a reputation for great corruption in government.
● The country is also in the midst of a tourism “boom”, which brings increased risk for prostitution.
In the past decade it had a serious problem with “sex tourists” targeting vulnerable children.
● Currently, the Portuguese are in a debate about full legalization of prostitution, with those who
desire the abolition of the practice accusing the government of wanting a tax revenue stream
from the proposed legalization. (Brazil, to a degree, is having a similar discourse.)
● Brazilian TV shows have been immensely popular in Portugal, as in Angola.
● Historically, many Portuguese have viewed Angola as a playground. Automobile manufacturers
and movie studios in the past would debut their new products for Portuguese audiences in Luanda,
not Lisbon. In a modern turnabout, wealthy Angolans now own considerable properties and
corporate interests in Portugal.
● Portugal colonized Angola a few hundred years before fellow nations like the British organized their
African territories, and Portuguese settlers went throughout the country rather than only in select
areas. Brazil was Portugal’s only New World colony; the two were a united kingdom for a time.
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Web/Twitter combined statistics, Jan-Jun 2017
www.pornodestroi.com (human web traffic only)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Web site visits Jan-Jul 2017
42,756
Web site visits per day Jan-Jul 2017
201
(Web site visits per day July 2017)
213
Web page downloads Jan-Jul 2017:
214,439
Web page downloads per day Jan-Jul 2017:
1,011
(Web page downloads per day July 2017):
1,344
2017 Web site visits +149%, Web page downloads +79% over Jan-Jul 2016

www.twitter.com/porndestroi
●
●
●
●
●

Tweet impressions Jan-Jul 2017:
Tweet impressions per day Jan-Jul 2017:
Profile visits Jan-Jul 2017:
Profile visits per day Jan-Jun 2017:
Twitter followers as of 7/31/17:

86,500
408.01
41,003
193.41
3,161

www.twitter.com/ouro_refinado
●
●
●
●
●

Tweet impressions Jan-Jul 2017:
Tweet impressions per day Jan-Jul 2017
Profile visits Jan-Jul 2017:
Profile visits per day Jan-Jul 2017:
Twitter followers as of 7/31/17:

111,700
526.88
2,377
11.21
417

www.twitter.com/ao_br_pt
●
●
●
●
●

Tweet impressions Jan-Jul 2017:
Tweet impressions per day Jan-Jul 2017:
Profile visits Jan-Jul 2017:
Profile visits per day Jan-Jul 2017:
Twitter followers as of 7/31/17:

113,800
536.79
2,580
12.16
225

Combined Twitter
●
●
●
●
●
●

Tweet impressions Jan-Jul 2017:
312,000
Tweet impressions per day Jan-Jul 2017:
1,471.68
Profile visits Jan-Jul 2017:
45,960
Profile visits per day Jan-Jul 2017:
216.78
Combined followers as of 7/31/17:
3,803
2017 Tweet impressions +506%, profile visits +79% over Jan-Jul 2016

Additional social media/affiliate forum followers
●
●

Web statistics: AwStats
Twitter statistics: Twitter

●
●
●
●

Facebook (279), Pinterest (101), Google+ (700), YouTube (11)
Partner forum “Vício em pornografia – Como parar?” (3,707)
Total combined follower reach as of 7/31/17:
8,601
Approximately 10 (net) new social followers added per day in 2017.
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Web/Twitter statistic maps for pornodestroi.com

Angola web
traffic
by province
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Angola
Twitter
followers
(120)*

●
●
●
●
●

2,355

1

134

1

Brazil
Twitter
followers

(1,426)**

Portugal
Twitter
followers
(36)

* Highest of any Old World nation
** Highest of any New World nation
Web statistics from 10/1/2014-7/31/17
Twitter follower numbers as of 7/31/17
Web maps, Google Analytics; Twitter maps, Tweepsmap
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